Motivated by experiments on the carrier-doped bilayer iridate (Sr1−xLax)3Ir2O7, we study the dynamics of a single doped electron in a bilayer magnet in the presence of spin-orbit coupling, taking into account the spatially staggered rotation of IrO6 octahedra. We employ an effective singleorbital bilayer t-J model, concentrating on the quantum paramagnetic phase near the magnetic quantum critical point. We determine the carrier dispersion using a combination of self-consistent Born and bond-operator techniques. Extrapolating to finite small carrier density we find that, for experimentally relevant parameters, the combination of octahedral rotation and spin-orbit coupling induces a band folding which results in a Fermi surface of small double electron pockets, in striking agreement with experimental observations. We also determine the influence of spin-orbit coupling on the location of the quantum critical point in the undoped case, and discuss aspects of the global phase diagram of doped bilayer Mott insulators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iridium-oxide compounds form a fascinating class of materials, as their electronic properties are characterized by the simultaneous presence of strong electronelectron repulsion and strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC). A large body of work has been devoted to insulating iridates with Ir 4+ ions in a 5d 5 electronic configuration which realize spin-orbit Mott insulators.
1-3 These provide a fertile ground for novel forms of magnetism beyond that described by Heisenberg models. [4] [5] [6] Moreover, in some of these materials, charge carriers have been successfully introduced by chemical doping, leading to an interplay of non-trivial magnetism and metallicity and associated insulator-to-metal transitions. [7] [8] [9] Such doped spin-orbit Mott insulators are not only interesting in their own right, but can also be expected to show parallels to cuprates which are well known for the emergence of high-temperature superconductivity. 10 In fact, cuprate phenomenology holds a number of unsolved fundamental questions, and investigating other families of doped Mott insulators is therefore of broad interest.
The Ruddlesden-Popper series of iridates 2 Sr n+1 Ir n O 3n+1 , with n representing the number of square-lattice IrO 2 layers per unit cell, has been investigated in some detail over the past decade. The bilayer material Sr 3 Ir 2 O 7 is particularly fascinating for a number of reasons. First, it has been deduced from experimental data that it displays-in contrast to the bilayer cuprate YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6 -a rather strong magnetic interlayer coupling which locates its magnetic ground state proximate to the magnetic quantum phase transition (QPT) known to exist for bilayer antiferromagnets. 11 Second, electrondoped (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 shows an interesting evolution of magnetic, spectral, and transport properties. 7, [12] [13] [14] In particular, a recent angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiment 12 has determined the low-energy electronic bands of weakly doped (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 . The data indicates the presence of small double Fermi pockets with a momentum-space volume scaling with the doping level. We recall that Fermi pockets continue to be a source of debate in underdoped cuprates, as they have never been observed experimentally (in zero magnetic field) beyond doubt. Notably, (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 displays two important differences compared to all cuprates, namely strong bilayer coupling and strong SOC.
This motivates us to study the dynamics of doped charge carriers in spin-orbit-coupled bilayer magnets in some detail-this is the purpose of our paper. To this end, we consider a suitable t-J model and generalize earlier work on single-carrier dynamics [15] [16] [17] to include effects of SOC. Since small doping pushes (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 into the paramagnetic phase, 7, 13 we focus on the paramagnetic nearly critical regime of the undoped host magnet. We derive an effective model for the carrier dynamics using generalized bond operators and determine the single-electron spectral function using a combination of bond-operator mean-field theory and self-consistent Born approximation. The combination of staggered rotation of IrO 6 octahedra and SOC leads to an enlarged unit cell and associated band folding independent of magnetic order, such that spectral features generically acquire "shadows" shifted by wavevector (π, π, π). For realistic model parameters, we obtain a low-doping Fermi surface consisting of double pockets in agreement with experimental data. We also discuss broader aspects of doped bilayer Mott insulators.
The body of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the microscopic modeling for (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 . Section III is devoted to the undoped system, discussing its bond-operator description and magnetic phase diagram. Section IV describes the self-consistent Born approximation which we employ to determine the dynamics of doped electrons. Results for the latter are shown in Sec. V, where in particular the momentum-dependent single-particle spectrum at low energies is displayed and compared to experimental data. A discussion and outlook will close the paper.
II. MODELING
The active electrons in (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 are those located in the Ir 5d orbitals. As has been discussed extensively, a combination of crystal-field and spin-orbit effects generates a Kramers doublet as the effective low-energy degree of freedom in the undoped system:
1 First, the five degenerate d orbitals are split by the crystal field into a t 2g triplet and a higher-lying e g doublet (each level with a spin multiplicity 2). The latter, due to a significant separation ∼ 2 eV from the t 2g levels, are not part of a low-energy description. The t 2g subspace is further split by strong SOC into a lower-lying J eff = 3/2 quartet and a J eff = 1/2 doublet, separated by an energy gap given by the SOC strength. Since the electron configuration of Ir 4+ is 5d 5 , the J eff = 3/2 are completely filled, leaving a half-filled J eff = 1/2 band. This band is finally rendered insulating by Hubbard repulsion, resulting in a J eff = 1/2 spin-orbit Mott insulator.
The doping of additional electrons, as in (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 , leads to the presence of 5d 6 states, corresponding to a filled t 2g multiplet. Below, we shall refer to 5d
6 configurations of Ir ions as doublons.
A. Pseudospin-1/2 t-J model with spin-orbit anisotropy
Given the three relevant atomic states-the 5d 5 pseudospin doublet and the 5d 6 fully occupied singlet-a natural theoretical framework is an effective pseudospin-1/2 t-J model on a bilayer square lattice, H = H t + H J . Its hopping piece can be written in the form
Theĉ imσ are Gutzwiller-projected operators which annihilate an electron with pseudospin σ =↑, ↓ at position R i and layer m = 1, 2. In terms of canonical fermions c imσ , these are given byĉ † imσ = c † imσ n imσ , with n = c † c (the overline on a binary index, such as σ here, denotes its complement). The above construction, which excludes zero occupancy, is the appropriate one for the present case of electron doping. The orbital content of the pseudospin states necessitates the consideration of the most general (with respect to pseudospin structure) time-reversal symmetric hopping bilinear. 5, 19 Nearestneighbor hopping is mediated via Ir-O-Ir bonds which are twisted in alternating directions due to the staggered rotation of the IrO 6 octahedra. The hopping bilinear then obtains an additional imaginary spin-dependent contribution, which can be subsumed-due to the stillmaintained pseudospin-diagonal structure-into a phase factor of the hopping amplitude t. 4, 18, 20 It reads θ imσ = e iQ·Ri η m η σ θ = ±θ whose sign involves the spin-orbit pseudospin η σ = ±1 for σ =↑, ↓, the sign of the layer pseudospin η m = (−1) m , and the sublattice sign e iQ·Ri with 21 Q = (π, π) due to the spatial pattern of the bond twisting, see Fig. 1(a) . The magnitude θ of the hopping phase parameterizes the anisotropy, and in particular vanishes for straight bonds. It need not, however, coincide (except in the simplest of cases) with the physical angle of octahedral rotation, but can attain corrections depending on the underlying d-orbital matrix elements. Finally, t and t are the matrix elements for in-plane second-and third-neighbor hopping, while t ⊥ denotes the inter-layer hopping, see Fig. 1(a) .
As a consequence of the peculiar nearest-neighbor hopping matrix elements, non-Heisenberg interactions arise in the form of a pseudodipolar term with pseudodipolar tensor Γ = 2J sin 2 θ diag(0, 0, 1) and a DzyaloshinskiiMoriya (DM) term with DM vector D = −J sin(2θ im )e z . The resulting magnetic piece of the Hamiltonian reads
with θ im = e iQ·Ri η m θ. The spin operators S im in H J are related to the canonical fermions in the usual manner via
Note that we have neglected exchange interactions beyond nearest neighbors, i.e. the J-analogs of the t , t terms from H t , for two reasons: First, these terms are expected to be small (recall J /J ∝ (t /t) 2 if derived from a Hubbard model), and second they will influence the carrier dynamics only indirectly (in contrast to t and t ). The undoped system can be tuned from an antiferromagnet (AF) to a dimer quantum paramagnet by increasing J ⊥ /J. The dashed red line illustrates the path corresponding to (Sr1−xLax)3Ir2O7; our calculation (dashed blue) considers carrier dynamics in the paramagnetic phase. The doped system both at large J ⊥ /J and at large x is expected to be a Fermi liquid (FL). In contrast, the weakly doped paramagnetic single-layer Mott insulator likely is not. Instead it has been proposed to realize a fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL * ); [22] [23] [24] this phase can be expected to continue to small finite J ⊥ (hatched). Additional symmetry-breaking instabilities (charge density wave, superconductivity, etc.) are not shown.
B. Choice of model parameters
While the above model is, to a certain degree, a generic model for doped bilayer square-lattice Mott insulators with spin-orbit coupling, our immediate goal is to describe the physics of (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 at small x. We briefly outline the rationale behind the choice of parameters for our main calculations, noting that a complete set of microscopic parameters from first-principles calculations is, to the best of our knowledge, not available for Sr 3 Ir 2 O 7 which leads to some ambiguity.
First, we fix J = 1 as unit of energy. For Sr 2 IrO 4 , we may use the values of hopping and interaction matrix elements specified in Ref. 4 to extract a value of 2.5 for the ratio |t/J|. Since the bilayer iridates are known to be closer to the metal-insulator transition than their deeply insulating single-layer relatives, we assume a larger value of t/U . Since t/J ∝ U/t from the underlying Hubbard model, we take t = −2 as a rough estimate, where the minus sign is a consequence of the underlying band structure. 25, 26 The longer-ranged hopping parameters t and t have the same sign as t.
20 Since the precise ratios depend sensitively on quantum chemistry, we treat them as virtually free parameters, and, for our main parameter set, tune them to reproduce the experimentally observed Fermi surface. A reasonable combination was thus found to be t /t = 0.35 and t /t = 0.3, which respects the "natural" hierarchy |t| > |t | > |t | expected based on the relative lengths of the hopping paths. For the anisotropy parameter, we put θ = 12
• to coincide with the physical rotation angle of the IrO 6 octahedra.
The final and important point is the choice of the interlayer coupling J ⊥ . As discussed in detail below, increasing J ⊥ /J in the undoped case drives a QPT between an antiferromagnet and a quantum paramagnet, cf. Fig. 2 . Generally, the bilayer coupling in (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 is believed to be significantly larger than in bilayer cuprates, as signalled, e.g., by the large bilayer splitting seen in angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES).
27 Together with the data in Ref. 11 , this suggests that undoped Sr 3 Ir 2 O 7 -while antiferromagnetic-is presumably located close to the QPT. It becomes paramagnetic upon doping a small number (x ≈ 3-4 %) of electrons, i.e., antiferromagnetism is destroyed by carrier motion. In the calculational scheme we employ below, however, we neglect the feedback of carrier motion on magnetism for simplicity. Since we are interested in the physics of the paramagnetic phase, we choose J ⊥ /J such that it places the undoped system slightly into the paramagnetic phase, i.e., we assume that the feedback of carriers magnetism can be captured-to leading order-by an increase of J ⊥ /J, see Fig. 2 . In practice, we choose the interlayer coupling J ⊥ to yield a small triplon gap ∆ = 0.2, and assume the interlayer hopping amplitude to be positive, 28 with the absolute value in accordance with the Hubbard model ratio
Due to the rough, sometimes ad hoc nature of these estimates, we will also take the liberty of exploring neighboring regions of parameter space by illustrating general trends regarding the evolution of the fermiology upon changing individual parameters.
III. UNDOPED SYSTEM: BOND OPERATORS AND MAGNETIC QPT
We first turn our attention to the half-filled case, where we have the Hamiltonian H J involving spin degrees of freedom only. It is known [29] [30] [31] that such bilayer antiferromagnetic Heisenberg models possess a quantum critical point (QCP) tuned by J ⊥ /J, separating an interlayer dimerized paramagnetic state (J ⊥ /J 1) from an intralayer Néel antiferromagnet (J ⊥ /J 1) with ordering wavevector Q = (π, π). We note that for small J ⊥ , the combination of pseudodipolar and DM interactions leaves the collinear Néel state intact, as opposed to the case of only DM interaction which would induce spiral order.
For an efficient description we employ a variant of bond-operator theory, originally due to Sachdev and Bhatt, 32 generalized to include SOC effects. Compared to plain spin-wave theory, the bond-operator approach has the advantage of capturing longitudinal fluctuations (i.e. the Higgs mode) which is important near the QCP and which has been argued to be present in Sr 3 Ir 2 O 7 .
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A. Bond-operator representation At each dimer site i, the total spin eigenbasis {|t iµ ; µ = 0, . . . , 3} of the Hilbert space of two dimer spins comprises a singlet |t i0 and a triplet |t iα :
0 ,
where |0 is the electron vacuum, i.e. c imσ |0 = 0. To proceed, one introduces bosonic bond operators that create these states out of a fictitous vacuum, |t iµ = t † iµ |vac . Since the physical states are either singlets or triplets, the constraint
has to be fulfilled. The spin operators can then be represented as (site index i suppressed for brevity):
for α = 1, 2, 3 ≡ x, y, z. Insertion into H J yields a Hamiltonian with upto four-body interactions, turning H J into a problem of interacting hard-core bosons.
B. Self-consistent mean-field theory
For a simple yet quantitative treatment of H J in the paramagnetic phase, we resort to bond-operator meanfield (BOMF) theory. 32 For the SU (2)-symmetric bilayer Heisenberg model this has been presented in Ref. 31 , and we generalize their BOMF solution to include effects of SOC and bond twisting. We note that BOMF is quantitatively more accurate than the simplest harmonic approximation to bond-operator theory, the latter ignoring the constraint altogether, see Sec. III C.
As the paramagnetic phase is adiabatically connected to a product state of dimer singlets, it is convenient to condense the singlets, t i0 → t i0 ≡ s ∈ R. The constraint (3) is enforced on average using a Lagrange multiplier λ, i.e.,
Neglecting all triplon-triplon interactions, the resulting quadratic Hamiltonian in momentum space is given by
with the effective polarization-dependent coupling J α = J cos(2θ) + 2 sin 2 θδ α,z . At this level of approximation, the effect of SOC is to reduce the symmetry of the triplon modes from O(3) to Z 2 × O(2). We note that contributions from the DM interaction cancel in H J,2 because of its antisymmetry. Consequently, the momentum summations in H J,2 are over the full Brillouin zone. The Hamiltonian H J,2 is readily diagonalized using a Bogoliubov transformation to yield
where
The mean-field parameters can be obtained by minimizing the ground-state energy density, which is given by
The resulting self-consistency equations read:
where we have introduced above, following Matsushita et al., 31 the combination • . The latter goes soft first and hence controls the QPT.
This is particularly convenient, because it reduces the pair of self-consistency equations to one for d, viz.:
The equation for d is readily solved numerically and can then be used to determine s, λ using the relations above. Thence, all other quantities of interest can be calculated.
In the limit J ⊥ /J → ∞, one finds s → 1 and λ → − 
C. Triplon gap and location of QCP
Due to the combination of SOC and octahedral rotation, the three-fold degeneracy of the triplon modes is lifted. The triplon dispersions have the same shape as in the θ = 0 case (which would correspond to vanishing SOC or vanishing octahedral rotation), but with effective J α for the respective polarizations rather than a common J. Thus, there is a pair of degenerate modes (α = x, y) and a separate mode for α = z. For all α the dispersion minimum lies at the putative ordering wavevector Q = (π, π) and is given by
with d from Eq. (10). Since J z = J is the largest effective coupling, the z mode has the smallest gap and thus controls the QPT, as in the harmonic approximation.
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The situation is illustrated for θ = 12
• in Fig. 3 . The minimum triplon gap ∆ is given by
which we plot in Fig. 4 as a function of the tuning parameter J ⊥ for various values of θ. The condition ∆ = 0 (13) defines the QCP, and we plot the corresponding coupling (J ⊥ /J) c as function of θ in the inset of Fig. 4 . Numerically accurate results, such as those obtained using Quantum Monte Carlo techniques, 34 are available only for the SU(2)-invariant case and place the QCP at (J ⊥ /J) c ≈ 2.51, so that the corresponding BOMF result (J ⊥ /J) c ≈ 2.28 is remarkably close, especially when taking the simplicity of the method into account. In particular, it is a considerable improvement over the harmonic approximation, which neglects the constraint (3) and yields a θ-independent (J ⊥ /J) c = 4. We expect BOMF to yield quantitatively reasonable results for θ = 0 as well.
IV. CARRIER DOPING AND SELF-CONSISTENT BORN APPROXIMATION
To describe electron doping, we extend the dimer Hilbert space comprising the four two-electron states |t iµ by an additional three-electron state |d imσ . The quantum numbers mσ refer to the electron needed to make the dimer fully occupied. We call the state a doublon, because the site at position R i and layer m is doubly occupied. We introduce a pseudofermion operator that creates the new doublon state out of the fictitous vacuum, i.e.
Since the physical Hilbert space is restricted to the states {|t iµ , |d imσ }, the extended constraint reads
In direct analogy with the holon pseudofermion formalism, 35 we can now write down the action of thê c-operators within the aforementioned physical Hilbert space in terms of doublons and bond bosons as follows (spectator index i suppressed for brevity):
Since the Hamiltonian H contains explicit appearances of the sign of the sublattice (and therefore effectively doubles the unit cell), we promote every operator to a corresponding bipartite version. Formally, for an arbitrary operator O, we define two new operators O A and O B defined only on the A sublattice, and set
where δ = (1, 0). The respective Fourier transforms are performed for momenta k in the reduced Brillouin zone BZ , Fig. 1(b) , as
Furthermore, we introduce
To derive the effective Hamiltonian governing the dynamics of doublons, we have to consider contributions from H t and H J . The former simply entails the direct insertion of (15) into H t . For the latter, one has to extend the bond-boson representation (4) by including terms of the form
This results in free doublon hopping and many-body interaction terms. Of the latter, we only keep the minimal interaction vertex consisting of one triplon and two doublon operators. Writing everything down in terms of bipartite operators d iκmσ , t iκα and Fourier transforming, one obtains the final effective Hamiltonian
with all momentum sums restricted to the reduced Brillouin zone BZ . We have dropped the constant term and suitably promoted the triplon operators and other related quantities from H J,2 to their bipartite version.
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Furthermore, we have introduced the 4-spinor
with the shorthand κ = +, −. The Hamiltonian matrix h kσ and the interaction vertices g kq ακσσ are 4 × 4 matrices acting in spinor space, the (somewhat lengthy) explicit expressions for which are relegated to Appendix A. Importantly, the coupling between the κ = +, − sectors reflects the reduced translational symmetry arising from the combination of octahedral rotation and SOC; it couples momenta k and k+Q at the single-particle level and leads to an associated backfolding of bands.
With the effective theory (18)- (21) at hand, we can now turn our attention towards the main goal of this study: charge carrier dynamics. To this end, we compute the (retarded) doublon Green's function, which is defined in the usual manner as
where |Ω is the half-filled ground state (per constructionem a vacuum for both β-excitations and doublons). At tree level, the matrix propagator can be directly read off from H ψψ :
which is σ-diagonal, but depends on σ. When evaluating the self-energy Σ σ (k, E), bare perturbation theory in the interaction strength is inadequate, because the interaction vertices are typically larger than unity (since t/J 1). In such scenarios, the so-called self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) has established itself as a method of choice. 16, 17, [37] [38] [39] The key idea is to resum a certain subset of diagrams, namely those consisting of non-crossing triplon loops (hence also called non-crossing approximation, NCA). This has to be done implicitly, and leads to the self-energy
which is σ-diagonal due to a residual spin symmetry of the theory. 41 Thus, one needs to solve the fixed-point Dyson equation
to which end we proceed iteratively. For our main calculations, we solve the system (24)- (25) on a grid of N = 32 √ 2 × 32 √ 2 k-points, frequency resolution ∆E = 0.01 and artificial broadening η = 0.01 (all energies in units of J).
V. DOUBLON DYNAMICS
With the formalism at hand, we now discuss numerical results and relate them to physical observables.
A. Doublon propagators and photoemission
Given that ψ is an auxiliary pseudofermion, we start by relating its propagator to that of actual electrons. The standard observable (e.g. for photoemission) is the singleparticle spectral function
where the 2-momentum k now resides in the full BZ, and we have assumed a spin-diagonal structure. Close to half-filling, the low-energy contributions to A come from the dynamics of doubly occupied sites, such that we may replace the c kmσ by the projected operatorsĉ kmσ (this corresponds to ignoring excitations in the Hubbard bands). Finally, from the representation (15) in terms of doublon pseudofermions, we see that
where · · · contains (with suitable prefactors) composite Green's functions of the form
Such corrections contribute a continuum to the incoherent part of the spectral function only. More importantly, they are suppressed by factors v q , as they involve the annihilation of a triplon. 30 Hence we neglect them in the following. The most important contribution is thus found to be (28) with G the 4 × 4 matrix propagator from Eq. (22) . The m, m layer index structure of A defines A 11σ = A 22σ as the single-layer spectral function, whereas
with k z ∈ {0, π} corresponds to the spectral function at fixed interlayer momentum k z ; the dependence on the spectator arguments k, E has been suppressed for brevity. Note that all these spectra are independent of σ as a consequence of time-reversal symmetry, so that we drop the index σ when there is no risk of confusion. 
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Spectral function A(k, E) for vanishing interlayer hopping, t ⊥ = 0, at k = (k, k) for k = 0.75π as well as its scattering partner k + Q, with hopping parameters t = −0.5, t = 0, t = −0.1, and finite spin-orbit anisotropy θ = 12
• . We choose J ⊥ = 3.06 to set a triplon gap of ∆ = 0.75. All energies in units of J.
B. General aspects of the spectral function
Before proceeding to actual (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 phenomenology, we pause to reflect upon some general aspects of the spectral function. For our preliminary discussion, we consider a simplified setting without interlayer hopping (t ⊥ = 0), with a set of hopping amplitudes such that θ = 0 reduces to one of the SU (2)-symmetric singlelayer scenarios considered in Refs. 16,17, and we have checked that our numerics reproduces the results therein (see also Appendix B for the relation between hole and electron doping via particle-hole transformation).
In Fig. 5 , we have nonzero spin-orbit anisotropy θ = 0. The spectral functions are trivially diagonal and degenerate in layer index, and consist of coherent (Lorentzian) quasiparticle peaks and, in addition, an incoherent background comprising the many-particle continuum, which arises from the scattering of doublons via triplons. These constituents are generically found in spectral functions of fermions coupled to bosonic excitations. The crucial additional feature compared to the case without SOCinduced backfolding is the appearance of a shadow (the modifier "shadow" refers to the reduced intensity) peak at k + Q (shown here for a nodal momentum point k = (k, k) ∈ BZ \ BZ in the outer half of the Brillouin zone, in the vicinity of where one would expect the experimentally relevant Fermi surface to be located) as a consequence of SOC: For θ = 0, the translation symmetry is reduced and the unit cell is enlarged to √ 2 × √ 2, such that states at k and k+Q couple. As a result, in fact all features in the spectrum at k display a "shadow" partner in the spectrum at k + Q, but with different relative intensities.
When turning on interlayer coupling t ⊥ = 0 (Fig. 6) , it is convenient to carry out the discussion in the k zbasis, since it is the eigenbasis of the effective theory H eff for θ = 0. From the SU (2)-symmetric literature on spin 
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FIG. 6: Spectral function A(k, kz, E) for k = 0.75π, with intralayer hopping parameters t (n) and triplon gap ∆ as in Fig. 5 , but with finite interlayer coupling t ⊥ = 1.4|t|. Panel (a) recapitulates the limit θ = 0, equivalent to an SU(2)-symmetric model. Panel (b) shows, in addition, nonzero spinorbit anisotropy θ = 12
• , and thus contains the full complexity of the present problem. ladders 35 and bilayers, 15 it is known that one obtains two decoupled k z -sectors, k z = 0 and k z = π, with the bilayer splitting t ⊥ between them, i.e. separating points in (k, k z )-space with momentum difference (0, 0, π). This is reproduced for convenience (and as a consistency check) in Fig. 6(a) . In fact, the energetic distance between the quasiparticle peaks at (k, k, 0) and (k, k, π) allows one to read off a renormalized bilayer splitting. For t ⊥ > 0 the lowest-energy quasiparticle peak arises in the k z = π channel; this is the peak which will form the Fermi surface for finite doping.
In Fig. 6(b) , we switch on spin-orbit anisotropy θ = 0. In addition to bilayer splitting, one again finds, similar to the t ⊥ = 0 case of Fig. 5 , the appearance of shadow peaks. Importantly, the shadows are accompanied by a momentum shift of (π, π, π): The momentum transfer q z = π in the z component arises due to the opposite staggering pattern in the different layers (recall that the phase factor was θ imσ = η m θ iσ in the hopping Hamiltonian H t ). We point out that this shadow phenomenology thus mimics that of the bilayer in the antiferromagnetic phase (studied previously in Ref. 15 for an SU(2)-symmetric model) despite the absence of static magnetic ordering; the role of the spatial structure of the magnetic order parameter is played by the pattern of the bond twists instead.
C. Modeling (Sr1−xLax)3Ir2O7
Having discussed the general aspects of the spectral function, we now proceed to study the model with parameters relevant to (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 , see Sec. II B for a discussion of the concrete parameter choice.
The ARPES experiments have been performed at a finite small level of doping, x, while our formalism is appropriate for the limit x → 0. Neglecting the interaction between doublons, we can extrapolate to finite x using a rigid-band approximation, i.e., by filling a Fermi sea of doublons. In practice, we consider constant-energy cuts through the spectral function A(k, E) to compare with the experimental photoemission intensity at the Fermi level. Here E is chosen such that the momentum-space area V Lut enclosed by the quasiparticle peak matches the doping level x according to V Lut = 3x/2, with the factor 3/2 coming from the stoichiometry of (
In order to compare spectral functions with ARPES data, we recall that only the momentum parallel to the surface of the sample, usually coinciding with the inplane 2-momentum k, is conserved in an ARPES experiment. Furthermore, the escape depth of photoelectrons is limited. For simplicity, we therefore primarily focus on A 11 (k, E) of the single layer, and comment on modifications due to a larger probing depth in Sec. V C 2 below.
Fermi surface at low doping
Maps of the spectral function A 11 for the main parameter set are displayed in Fig. 7 (for concrete parameter values, see figure caption). In agreement with experiments such as those reported by de la Torre et al., 12 we find not only Fermi pockets centered around the nodal direction close to (π/2, π/2), 26 but also, crucially, a-weaker in intensity-copy mirrored perpendicular to the nodal axis (termed "shadow") about the boundary of the reduced Brillouin zone. Likewise, one obtains a double pocket dispersion of the lowest quasiparticle band in energy-momentum space, cf. Fig. 7(c) . The appearance of the shadow band, as noted before, is a consequence of the interplay of SOC and octahedral rotation, which enlarges the unit cell and enables scattering between k and k + Q. Compared to the ARPES data of Ref. 12, the Fermi surfaces arising from our calculations tend to be more extended in the nodal direction, and as a result less so in the direction perpendicular to it, especially at larger doping levels. Furthermore, the shadow intensity tends to be smaller than observed in experiments (see, however, Sec. V C 2 below). Nevertheless, the main qual- itative experimental features are faithfully reproduced by the calculation. Although a less constrained fine-tuning of parameters (possibly along with the inclusion of more complicated hopping paths) might produce better agreement with experiment, we abstain from doing so here, since issues arising from physics beyond our approximations are just as likely to play a role when trying to obtain quantitative accuracy anyway.
We now explore neighboring regions of parameter space, in order to discuss the significance of certain selected parameters. While the general fermiology is by and large robust, details are tunable to some degree by the value of longer-ranged hopping parameters t /t and t /t, see Fig. 8 for results. Roughly speaking, a smaller longranged hopping shifts the primary pockets away from the edge of the reduced Brillouin zone and towards (±π, ±π), while elongating it in the direction perpendicular to the nodal axis. The opposite trend occurs upon increasing t .
So far, we have fixed the anisotropy parameter θ at a quite small value of 12
• in order to equal the actual rotation angle of the IrO 6 octahedra. 42 Since deviations from this are possible depending on microscopic details of quantum chemistry, 4, 20 we now take the liberty of considering the opposite extreme, a rather large value of θ = 40
• , in the range found by Moretti Sala et al. 11 and Hogan et al. 13 by fitting bond-operator theory at the harmonic approximation level to RIXS spectra. The primary Fig. 7 and E chosen to correspond to a doping level x ≈ 10 %.
effect is that a higher value of θ leads to a much higher intensity of the shadow pockets, cf. Fig. 9(a) . This behavior may in fact be anticipated at tree level, namely upon inspection of the quadratic part of the effective theory H ψψ (A1), since the terms with (τ a ) κ -structure (a = 1, 2), i.e. responsible for mixing k and k + Q, scale ∝ sin θ.
For comparison, we also show the case θ = 0 case in Fig. 9(b) : This does not display any shadow Fermi surfaces, in agreement with previous studies on SU(2)-invariant models case, [15] [16] [17] and confirms that the present shadows are generated by the combination of SOC and octahedral rotation. It is worth recalling that shadow Fermi surfaces are observed experimentally in underdoped cuprates as well 43 where SOC is small; in this case the shadows are usually interpreted as precursors of antiferromagnetic order. 44, 45 This mechanism requires antiferromagnetic fluctuations at very small energies and is not relevant to our calculation.
A less pronounced (but still non-negligible) difference between Figs. 9(a) and (b) lies in the location of the Fermi pockets, viz. the fact that the pockets are closer to the boundary of the reduced Brillouin zone for θ = 0 than for θ = 0. This is related to the lower symmetry of the magnetic sector in the presence of SOC and octahedral rotation: Concerning the location of renormalized quasiparticle peaks, the primary effect of the coupling to near-critical triplon modes in the presence of longer-ranged hopping is a shift of the dispersion minimum away from (±π, ±π) towards the center of the Brillouin zone. 16, 17 For θ = 0, all triplon polarizations have a small gap close to quantum criticality. By contrast, for substantial θ only the z mode gap is small, resulting in a smaller overall renormalization and pockets which are closer to (±π, ±π).
Shadow intensity
We close this section by addressing the relative shadow intensity in the spectral function, recalling that the shadow and the main band occur in different k z channels. So far, we have considered A 11 (k, E), corresponding to the signal from the upper layer (or equivalently an equal-weighted average of the k z = 0 and k z = π channels), which led to a relatively weak shadow pocket signal. A finite probing depth of ARPES tends to put a larger weight on k z = 0, 46 and hence we consider
where ρ ∈ [0, 1]; the data in Fig. 7 correspond to ρ = 1/2. We focus on the case of small ρ 1, which corresponds to a signal of predominantly k z = 0 character. As shown in Fig. 10 for ρ = 0.1 and 0.01 for the main parameter set (cf. Fig. 10 ), the shadow intensity can easily be of the same order of magnitude as that of the main Fermi pocket. Since the probing depth depends on the photon energy in the ARPES experiment, we predict that the shadow intensity should display a significant dependence on photon energy.
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have presented a theoretical description of the charge carrier dynamics in the paramagnetic phase of the bilayer iridate (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 . We have employed a combination of bond operator mean-field theory and self-consistent Born approximation, applied to a suitable bilayer t-J model, to calculate the single-particle spectral function at small carrier doping. Using a reasonable set of model parameters which placed the magnetic sector in the proximity to a bilayer quantum critical point, we were able to obtain a striking agreement with the Fermi surfaces measured in recent ARPES experiments, including the existence of doubled electron pockets. We have identified strong spin-orbit coupling in combination with the staggered rotation of IrO 6 octahedra-the main differences compared to previous work 16, 17 -as the origin of the shadow pockets, and we have predicted their relative intensity to depend strongly on ARPES photon energy.
The present description lends itself to a more detailed description of the physics at finite doping: One may discuss the feedback of the charge carriers on the magnetic sector, i.e., the doping-induced renormalization of magnetic excitations, which has been studied experimentally in Ref. 14. This is left for future work.
More broadly, it would be interesting to elucidate the crossover from the doped Mott regime at small carrier concentration to a more conventional metallic regime at larger doping, cf. Fig. 2 . Conceptually, this may indeed be a crossover as opposed to a transition, in contrast to the paramagnetic single-layer case relevant to cuprates: In the latter, a small-doping metallic state with Fermi pockets violates Luttinger's theorem and thus cannot be adiabatically connected to a conventional metal at large doping; instead, it has been proposed to realize a fractionalized Fermi liquid. [22] [23] [24] In the bilayer case, the Fermipocket state does not violate Luttinger's theorem due to the doubled unit cell, and therefore no transition is required 47 to connect to a Fermi-liquid metal.
g kq καmm σσ = s √ 2 g with all of them being 2 × 2 matrices in the κ part of spinor space.
